CHAPTER XXXIX
NEW ALIGNMENTS
1890-1901
§ 170. the dual alliance.—For twenty years Bismarck had
pursued the tortuous policy which made Germany the dominant
Power in Europe. He had contrived to keep France friendless
by the Triple Alliance and the overlapping Reinsurance Treaty
(§ 165), and by encouraging her in colonial ambitions which
embroiled her with Britain and Italy (§ 167); and he fomented
the rivalry between Russia and Austria so as to make each of
them feel the need for German good will. William II in dismiss-
ing him (§ 165) announced that he was going to carry on the
same course of policy, " full steam ahead." But he had already
discarded one item of the Bismarckian system—the under-
standing with Russia; and neither he nor his " rubber-stamp "
Chancellor, Caprivi, was capable of playing the complicated
game at which the old man was such a master.
Yet it is doubtful whether the great Chancellor himself
could have kept the game going much longer, for it was based
on rotten principles. The attempt to win security for one
nation by outlawing another was bound to fail in the long run, as
Germany herself has proved in our own days. Bismarck relied
on force—sheer military strength, adroitly manipulated so as
to make its maximum effect in politics. He despised men like
Gladstone, who talked about " the conscience of Europe " and
imported the precepts of religion into international affairs.
But there were more powers in heaven and earth than were
dreamt of in his philosophy—as he might have realised after
his defeat in the Kulturkampf. His treatment of France
enlisted on her side the sympathies of other countries. Now
that the Republic had overcome " the red spectre " of Com-
munism, and had settled down under a highly respectable
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